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)e safety of the cable car system is very important for the lives of the people. But, it is easily affected by the environment such as
the wind which causes the cable car system to have strong vibration disturbance, thus degrading the safety of the cable car system.
In this paper, a new nonlinear active disturbance rejection control (ADRC) is proposed to restrain the vibration of the cable car.
First, a new two-mass-spring system model is utilized to establish the cable car system model. )e new translation vibration
nonlinear model is derived by a linear-invariant two-mass-spring system. )en, a special nonlinear fal(•) is designed to restrain
the vibration, and a new high-order nonlinear ADRC is presented for the cable car system. Finally, simulation results verify the
feasibility and accuracy of the proposed model.

1. Introduction

Cable car is a means of transportation, which is erected on
the slopes of the scenic area to transport tourists. )ere are
many types of cable cars. )is paper mainly studies the
ropeway cable car. It is susceptible to strong interference,
such as changes in the number of passengers, airflow, and
changes in the characteristics of the cable car installation
system, all of which affect the safe operation of the ropeway
cable car. )e ropeway cable car system is mainly composed
of the driving device, load-bearing rope, traction rope,
carriage, walking trolley, and anchoring drum. It is a typical
complex electromechanical system with the characteristics
of time-varying parameters, strong coupling, and non-
linearity. )e driving device and the walking trolley are the
core control components of the cable car control system, as
well as the main factors affecting the cable car vibration.
During normal operation, this part of the control system is
a flexible connection, variable mass, variable speed, and
variable stiffness motion control system.

As far as the control mechanism is concerned, the vi-
bration problem belongs to the category of motion control
and is caused by the resonance mode of the system;

therefore, the two have great similarities. )us, the vibration
problem and the resonance mode can be attributed to the
same type of problem. )e resonance mode is the inherent
internal dynamic characteristics of the system. )e resonance
mode changes with the change of the system parameters.
When the natural frequency of the resonance is close to or
overlaps the system bandwidth, it may cause mechanical
resonance, causing oscillation and instability of the system. It
makes the personal safety of cable car tourists greatly
threatened. Based on this, how to suppress mechanical res-
onance problem in the ropeway cable car system has become
the research direction of more andmore experts and scholars.
To deal with the resonance problem, on the one hand, the
mechanical structure of the ropeway cable car system can be
improved and on the other hand, the control compensation of
the control system can also be started.)erefore, studying the
control methods and controller design of complex control
systems with time-varying parameters, strong coupling,
multivariate factors, and other nonlinear factors can effec-
tively improve the control effect of the ropeway cable car
system, which is of great practical significance.

At present, the control method used in the ropeway cable
car system is still based on traditional PID and improved
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PID. However, the control effect of this traditional single
control method is increasingly unable to meet the actual
control requirements of the complex control system, and it is
difficult to solve the problems of system oscillation in the
cable car system. Siemens, Yaskawa, and Panasonic have all
adopted notch filters for simple compensation or correction
of the servo system. )is passive suppression method can
effectively suppress mechanical resonance problems in the
system, but it is necessary to know the resonant frequency of
the ropeway cable car system when using the notch filter to
compensate the system, which makes it more complicated to
suppress the mechanical resonance of the system. Active
disturbance rejection control treats all uncertain items and
disturbance items of the system as total disturbances. Re-
gardless of the resonant frequency of the cable car system,
they can be treated as total disturbances, which have certain
advantages.

In order to solve the control compensation of the vi-
bration problem in the electromechanical system, many
domestic and foreign scholars have carried out a lot of
research work. Wie and Bernstein [1, 2] refined the vibration
and disturbance control problems of translational motion
control and summarized them as benchmark problems
expressed by the two-mass-spring system. In four types of
design problems, they pointed out the performance re-
quirements that the controller design should meet. For
example, “for a unit impulse disturbance exerted on body 1
and/or body 2, the controlled output (z � x2) has a settling
time of about 15 s for the nominal system with
m1 � m2 � k � 1.” Many scholars proposed many solutions
based on different control technologies after the benchmark
problem was proposed, such as fuzzy control, robust optimal
control, sliding mode control, adaptive control, H −∞
optimal control, and other advanced algorithms and
achieved the expected results [3–22]. )e active disturbance
rejection control (ADRC) has attracted more and more
attention because it does not rely on the precise mathe-
matical model of the controlled object, and its algorithms are
simple and easy to implement in engineering [23]. Han
Zhang designed a fifth-order LADRC controller aiming at
the fourth-order object model of the two-mass-spring sys-
tem and achieved good control results [24].

)is paper analyzes the vibration model aiming at the
vibration problem of the ropeway cable car system and
designs a new nonlinear ADRC to suppress various un-
certain nonlinear factors in the system [25–36]. Not only can
the dynamic characteristics of the control system be im-
proved, but also the mechanical resonance problem in the
ropeway cable car system can be suppressed, and good
results have been achieved.

)e other organization content of this paper is arranged
as follows: the second part completes the analysis of the cable
car vibration model and derives the general expression of the
cable car vibration model; the third part analyzes and de-
signs the algorithm of nonlinear active disturbance rejection
controller (NLADRC) aiming at the control goal of the cable
car vibration; the fourth part applies a certain disturbance
according to the cable car model which has been established
and the control algorithm which has been designed and

completes the verification through simulation technology;
the fifth part gives the research conclusions of this paper and
follow-up research objectives.

2. Problem Formulations

)e cable car driving device pulls the walking trolley on the
load-bearing rope through the traction cable so that the
carriage reciprocates around the anchor drum to transport
tourists. According to the motion form of the carriage
carrier, it can be regarded as a translational motion control.
)e common vibration and disturbance suppression prob-
lems in the translational motion control can be reduced to
a benchmark problem expressed by a two-mass-spring
system. Assuming that the mass of the traction cable and its
accessories is M1 and the mass of the walking trolley and the
carriage is M2, considering the friction and the flexible
connection device of the traction cable, it can be equivalent
to a spring with a coefficient of K and a translational damper
with a coefficient of C in parallel. Consider that, under ideal
conditions first, M, K, and C are constants and then analyze
the model. )e schematic diagram is shown in Figure 1.

Among them, the mass of the traction device is M1 and
its displacement is q(t) under the action of the control force
u(t) and the mass of the weight thing is M2 and its dis-
placement is c(t) under the action of the equivalent spring
and translation damper.

According to Newton’s second law and Hooke’s law,
ignoring friction, the force condition on the mass block M1
is shown as follows:

M1€q � −K(q − c) − C( _q − _c) + u(t). (1)

)e force condition of the mass block M2 is shown as
follows:

M2€q � −K(c − q) − C( _c − _q). (2)

Ignoring noise and interference, we set x1 � q, x2 � c,
x3 � _q, x4 � _c, and y � x2. )e state space representation of
the system can be obtained as follows:

_x1 � x3,

_x2 � x4,

_x3 � −
K

M1
x1 +

K

M1
x2 −

C

M1
x3 +

C

M1
x4 +

1
M1

u,

_x4 �
K

M2
x1 −

K

M2
x2 +

C

M2
x3 −

C

M2
x4,

y � x2.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(3)

)e state space representation represented by the vector
matrix is shown as follows:

_x(t) � Ax(t) + Bu(t),

y(t) � Cx(t) + Du(t).
 (4)
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Among them,

A �
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,

C � 0 1 0 0 ,

D � 0.

(5)

)e above-deduced formula is the state space model of
a linear system under ideal conditions, which is similar to
a fourth-order linear time-invariant system. Referring to
equation (3), ignoring noise and disturbance, and consid-
ering the nonlinear model of the system in a more general
sense, the following equation can be derived:

_x1 � x3,

_x2 � x4,

_x3 � f1 x1, x2, x3, x4(  + bu,

_x4 � f2 x1, x2, x3, x4( ,

y � x2.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(6)

Note that among them, _x3 � f1(x1x2x3x4) + bu can be
written in a more general expression as
_x3 � f1(x1x2x3x4, u). For the convenience of analysis, this
equation is written as equation (6)in this paper.

)rough the analysis of the two-mass-spring system,
a system expression such as equation (6) is established,
which is used to analyze and design the system controller
later.

3. Controller Design

3.1. Relative Order of the System. According to the control
system shown in equation (6), the force acting on the mass
block M1 is the control input u of the open-loop system
and the displacement of the mass block M2 is the con-
trolled output y. )e purpose of control is to eliminate the
oscillation as soon as possible by adjusting the control
input u and the controlled output y to track the system
setting value v as soon as possible, thereby suppressing
vibration.

)ere are many “integrator” paths from the control
input u to the controlled output y, and the path with the
least number of integrators is the relative order of the
system. )e relative order of the system determines the
order of the active disturbance rejection controller. )e
path structure diagram of the system integrator is shown
in Figure 2.

Here, there are ten integrator paths from the control
input u to the controlled output y, such as the following:

)e first path is u⟶ 3⟶ 2⟶ 4⟶ 2⟶
y. )ere are three integrators.
)e second path is u⟶ 3⟶ 1⟶ f2⟶
4⟶ 2⟶ y. )ere are four integrators.
)e third path is u⟶ 3⟶ f1⟶ 3⟶
f2⟶ 4⟶ 2⟶ y. )ere are five integrators.
)e fourth path is u⟶ 3⟶ 1⟶ f1⟶
3⟶ f2⟶ 4⟶ 2⟶ y. )ere are five
integrators.

After analyzing the integrator path, the least number of
integrators in the path is 3, namely, the first path, and the
relative order of the system is determined to be 3.

3.2. Analysis of Algorithms. According to the open-loop
system shown in equation (6), set

z1 � x2,

z2 � x4,

z3 � f2.

⎧⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎩
(7)

)en,

_z1 � _x2 � z2,

_z2 � _x4 � z3,

_z3 � _f2

�
zf2

zx1
_x1 +

zf2

zx2
_x2 +

zf2

zx3
_x3 +

zf2

zx4
_x4

� w + b0u.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(8)

Among them,

q (t) c (t)

u (t)
K

CM1 M2

Figure 1: )e schematic diagram of the two-mass-spring system.
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w �
zf2

zx1
_x1 +

zf2

zx2
_x2 +

zf2

zx3
f1 +

zf2

zx4
_x4,

b0 �
zf2

zx3
b.

(9)

In equation (8), w is the unknown part of the system,
which covers the uncertain items in the system. For example,
if disturbances w1 or w2 are applied to two mass blocks,
respectively, this part of the uncertain items can also be
included in w. w is the total disturbance of the system, which
can be estimated in real time through ESO. b0 is the
compensation factor that determines the strength of the
compensation, which can be used to adjust parameters
during simulation.

According to the previous analysis and combined with
the characteristics of the system, the ADRC controller
structure is designed as shown in Figure 3. ADRC controller
mechanism: ESO estimates the system state estimation value
and the system total disturbance estimation values z1 ∼ z4 in
real time according to the output information y and input
control u; tracking differentiator (TD) can arrange the
transition process of the setting value v, and the differential
signals of each order v1 ∼ v3 of v are obtained at the same
time; if the system error is defined as ei � vi − zi (i � 1, 2, 3),
using the system error, LSEF calculates the control law u0 to
satisfy the control objective requirements.

3.2.1. Tracking Differentiator (TD). Tracking differentiator
(TD) can arrange the transition process for the input signal v

and calculate the approximate differential signals of each
order of the input signal at the same time. In the two-mass-
spring system, the zero-order, first-order, second-order, and
third-order differential signals of the input signal v are re-
quired, and the input signal v is sent to the tracking dif-
ferentiator to obtain the differential signals of each order of
the input signal v.

)e differential signal of each order of the input signal v

can be obtained by using the following state space
representation:

_v1 � v2,

_v2 � v3,

_v3 � v4,

_v4 � f(v, _v, €v, v
...

).

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(10)

Using the nonlinear state observer, if the state of vi is
observed, the differential signals of each order of the input
signal v can be obtained. For this reason, a high-order
tracking differentiator is designed using the fal(•) function,
and its algorithm is as follows:

ε � v1 − v,

fε � fal ε,
1
2
, δ ,

fε1 � fal ε,
1
4
, δ ,

fε2 � fal ε,
1
8
, δ ,

_v1 � v2 − ℓ01ε,

_v2 � v3 − ℓ02fε,

_v3 � v4 − ℓ03fε1,

_v4 � −ℓ04fε2.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(11)

After equation (11) is discretized, the algorithm is ob-
tained as follows:

ε � v1 − v,

fε � fal ε,
1
2
, δ ,

fε1 � fal ε,
1
4
, δ ,

fε2 � fal ε,
1
8
, δ ,

v1 � v1 + h v2 − ℓ01ε( ,

v2 � v2 + h v3 − ℓ02fε( ,

v3 � v3 + h v4 − ℓ03fε1( ,

v4 � v4 + h −ℓ04fε2( .

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(12)

bu
+

f1

f2

x2

x2

x4

x4

x1

x1

x1

x3

x3

x4 x2x3

∫3

∫4 ∫2

∫1

Figure 2: )e schematic diagram of the integrator path.
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Among them, h is the sampling step size; δ is the pa-
rameter that determines the speed of tracking, which can be
taken as a multiple of h; ε is the tracking error; ℓi is the
parameter of observer; the zero-order, first-order, second-
order, and third-order differential signals of the input signal
v are v1⟶ v, v2⟶ _v, v3⟶ €v, and v4⟶ v

...
; and the

fal(•) function is a special nonlinear structure function,
which has the characteristics of fast convergence and fil-
tering. Using the symbolic function, its expression is as
follows:

s �
sign(ε + δ) − sign(ε − δ)

2
 ,

fal(ε, α, δ) �
ε

δ1−α s +|ε|αsign(ε)(1 − s).

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(13)

Here, α ∈ [0, 1], δ > 0.
In equation (13), s is the interval function of the tracking

error ε, and the interval is ε ∈ [−δ, δ], and 1 −  s is the
function with the interval of ε ∉ [−δ, δ]; when the tracking
error ε is small, the gain of the fal(•) function is 1/(δ1− α);
when the tracking error ε is large, it converges according to
the power function to realize the nonlinear automatic ad-
justment of “small error with large gain, large error with
small gain,” thereby reducing oscillation and rapid
convergence.

3.3. Extended State Observer (ESO). According to equation
(8), the real-time action of w acting on the open-loop system
is expanded into a new state z4,z4 � w, namely,

_z4 � _w. (14)

)en, the system shown in equation (8) can be expanded
into a new control system form as follows:

_z1 � z2,

_z2 � z3,

_z3 � z4 + b0u,

_z4 � _w � w0,

y � z1.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(15)

For system (15), a nonlinear state observer as shown in
equation (16) can be established:

ϵ � z1 − y,

fϵ � fal ϵ,
1
2
, δ ,

fϵ1 � fal ε,
1
4
, δ ,

fϵ2 � fal ε,
1
8
, δ ,

_z1 � z2 − β01ϵ,

_z2 � z3 − β02fϵ,

_z3 � z4 − β03fϵ1 + b0u,

_z4 � −β04fϵ2.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(16)

After equation (16) is discretized, the following ex-
pression can be obtained:

ϵ � z1 − y,

fϵ � fal ϵ,
1
2
, δ ,

fϵ1 � fal ϵ,
1
4
, δ ,

fϵ2 � fal ϵ,
1
8
, δ ,

z1 � z1 + h z2 − β01ϵ( ,

z2 � z2 + h z3 − β02fϵ( ,

z3 � z3 + h z4 − β03fϵ1 + b0u( ,

z4 � z4 − h β04fϵ2( .

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(17)

Among them, h is the sampling step size and
β01, β02, β03, and β04 are the parameters of the extended state
observer, and the parameters of the extended state observer
can adopt the parameter sequence closely related to Fibo-
nacci sequences, which is inherited. )e parameter se-
quences of the extended state observer are shown in Table 1:

According to equations (15) and (16), the ESO obser-
vation error equation can be obtained as follows:

_ϵ1 � ϵ2 − β01ϵ,

_ϵ2 � ϵ3 − β02fϵ,

_ϵ3 � ϵ4 − β03fϵ1,

_ϵ4 � −β04fϵ2 − w0,

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(18)

wherefεi is a function of fal(•), which is a function of ε. When
the system is stable, all εi � 0. According to equation (13), as
long as β04 is sufficiently larger than w0, all errors will be small
enough. ESO parameters are independent of system

V TD –
–

–
–

LSEF Plant

ESO

V1 e1
e2

e3

u0 u
b0

b0

z4
z3
z2
z1

V2

V3

1 y

Figure 3: )e schematic diagram of the NLADRC.
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parameters. As long as the βi parameters are selected appro-
priately, the real-time state of the object can be well estimated.

3.4. Linear State Error Feedback (LSEF). From the system
shown in equation (15), z

...
� w + b0u, set w � z4. According

to the input and output signals u and y of the system, the
special nonlinear function fal(•) can be used to effectively
estimate the total disturbance w of the system. Take u �

(u0 − w)/b0 so that the system becomes
z
...

� w + b0((u0 − w)/b0) � u0; that is, the system becomes
a linear integrator series system:

z
...

� u0. (19)

Comparing with the original system, it is relatively easy to
deal with the linear integrator series system. It can adopt the
linear combination method or nonlinear combination method.
During the operationof the system, it is sufficient to appropriately
apply control forces to make e1, e2, and e3 attenuate to zero:

∵ e � v − z⟹ z � v − e,

∴ z
...

� u0 � v
...

− e
...

.
(20)

)e control quantity u0 is taken as the state feedback of
the error e, and its expression is as follows:

u0 � k1e1 + k2e2 + k3e3 + v
...

. (21)

Substituting equation (21) into equation (20), we can
obtain

e
...

� −k1e1 − k2e2 − k3e3 � −k1e − k2 _e − k3€e . (22)

Equation (22) represents the differential equation form
of the closed-loop system. If the conditions
k1 > 0, k2 > 0, k3 > 0, and k2k3 > k1 are satisfied, then the
system is stable, so that e⇒0, and the control purpose is
achieved.

According to the above analysis, using the system errors
e1, e2, and e3 and the linear state error feedback control law,
the control algorithm is designed as follows:

e1 � v1 − z1,

e2 � v2 − z2,

e3 � v3 − z3,

u0 � β1e1 + β2e2 + β3e3 + v
...

.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(23)

If the input signal v is a constant or an indeterminate value
(such as follow-up adjustment), then we can set v

...
� 0 and

generally set v
...

� 0. In equation (23), according to the actual
project, only the βi parameter combination needs to be adjusted.

3.5. Design of Algorithms. )rough the previous analysis, the
NLADRC algorithm in this paper mainly includes three parts:
TD, LSEF, and ESO. )e complete algorithm is as follows:

ε � v1 − v,

fε � fal ε,
1
2
, δ1 ,

fε1 � fal ε,
1
4
, δ1 ,

fε2 � fal ε,
1
8
, δ1 ,

v1 � v1 + h v2 − ℓ01ε( ,

v2 � v2 + h v3 − ℓ02fε( ,

v3 � v3 + h v4 − ℓ03fε1( ,

v4 � v4 + h −ℓ04fε2( ,

ϵ � z1 − y,

fϵ � fal ϵ,
1
2
, δ2 ,

fϵ1 � fal ϵ,
1
4
, δ2 ,

fϵ2 � fal ϵ,
1
8
, δ2 ,

z1 � z1 + h z2 − β01ϵ( ,

z2 � z2 + h z3 − β02fϵ( ,

z3 � z3 + h z4 − β03fϵ1 + b0u( ,

z4 � z4 − h β04fϵ2( ,

e1 � v1 − z1,

e2 � v2 − z2,

e3 � v3 − z3,

u0 � β1e1 + β2e2 + β3e3 + v
...

,

u �
u0 − z4

b0
.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(24)

Table 1: Parameter sequences.

Item
β01 1/10h
β02 1/3h1h

β03 2/8h2h

β04 5/13h3h
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4. Simulation

In this paper, for the two-mass-spring system represented
using equation (3), take K � C � M1 � M2 � 1 to complete
the simulation. In order to verify the influence of the dis-
turbance on the system, the external disturbances d1 and d2
are applied to the two mass blocks M1 and M2, respectively.
In order to meet the needs of simulation, the state space
representation is established as follows:

_x1 � x3,

_x2 � x4,

_x3 � −x1 + x2 − x3 + x4 + d1 + bu,

_x4 � x1 − x2 + x3 − x4 + d2,

y � x2.

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎨

⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎪⎩

(25)

4.1. TD Simulation. )is paper uses the discretization form
of equation (12)’s TD algorithm to analyze the zero-order,
first-order, second-order, and third-order differential signals
of the input signal v when the input signal v is a periodic
square wave signal and a sine signal and verify the cor-
rectness and accuracy of the algorithm. )e values of pa-
rameters in the algorithm are shown in Table 2.

When the input signal v is a periodic square wave signal,
see Figure 4. In Figure 4, the input signal v, the zero-order
differential signal v(0), and the first-order differential signal
v(1) are displayed.

When the input signal v is a sine signal sin(0.1t), see
Figure 5. In Figure 5, the input signal v, the zero-order
differential signal v(0), and the first-order differential signal
v(1) are displayed.

When the input signal changes to sin(t) and sin(10t),
respectively, the TD output waveforms are shown in Fig-
ures 6 and 7, respectively. )rough the waveforms obser-
vation of the input signal v and the zero-order differential
signal v(0), we can find that even if the frequency of the input
signal changes greatly, the TD output signal can quickly
follow the change and the robustness is strong.

)e simulation results show that the designed TD
tracking algorithm can quickly track the zero-order, first-
order, second-order, and third-order differential signals of
the input signal, with good accuracy and robustness.

4.2. ESO Simulation. )is paper uses the discretization form
of the ESO algorithm in equation (17) to analyze and
compare the output state signal of the observer with the state
signal to be observed and verify the correctness and accuracy
of the algorithm. )e values of parameters in the algorithm
are shown in Table 3.

In Figure 8, the observer output state signal z1 and the
state signal to be observed x2 are displayed.

Table 2: TD parameter table.

Item
h 0.01
δ1 h

ℓ01 1/10h
ℓ02 1/3h1h

ℓ03 2/8h2h

ℓ04 5/13h3h

v
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Figure 4: TD trend chart of the square wave.
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Figure 5: TD trend chart of sin(0.1t).
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In Figure 9, the observer output state signal z2 and the
state signal to be observed x4 are displayed.

In Figure 10, the observer output state signal z3 and the
total disturbance signal z4 are displayed.

)e simulation results show that the designed ESO es-
timation algorithm can estimate the state signal very ac-
curately and the speed is also satisfactory.

4.3. Control Simulation. )is paper uses the discretization
form of complete control algorithm shown in equation (24).
It not only analyzes the system response curve when v takes
the step signal, sine signal, and square wave signal, re-
spectively, but also analyzes the system response curve when
the disturbance signal d1 and d2 are added, respectively, and
verifies the correctness and accuracy of the algorithm. )e
values of the LSEF parameters in the algorithm are shown in
Table 4.

v

v(0)

–1.5

–1

–0.5

0

0.5

1

1.5

f (
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)
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Figure 6: TD trend chart of sin(t).
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Figure 7: TD trend chart of sin(10t).

Table 3: ESO parameter table.

Item
h 0.01
δ2 h

β01 1/10h
β02 1/3h1h

β03 2/8h2h

β04 5/13h3h

x2

z1
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Figure 8: z1 and x2.
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Figure 9: z2 and x4.
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When the input signal v is the unit step signal 1(t), the
output response of the system is shown in Figure 11.

When the input signal v is a step signal 3(t), the output
response of the system is shown in Figure 12.

When the input signal v is a sinusoidal signal sin(0.1t),
the output response of the system is shown in Figure 13.

When the input signal v is a periodic square wave signal
sign(sin(0.1t)), the system output response is as shown in
Figure 14.

)e periodic square wave signal has a severe impulse in
the initial stage of the signal. )e error signal ei between the
differential signal vi of each order calculated by TD and the
state signal zi observed by ESO deviates greatly, and the
control force is strong, resulting in a larger spike. In a rel-
atively short period of time, the system tracks and reaches
the input signal value under the action of the control force,
and there is basically no oscillation during the whole process,
thereby suppressing the vibration.
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Figure 10: z3 and z4.

Table 4: LSEF parameter table.

Item
h 0.01
b0 10
β1 100
β2 300
β3 180

v
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Figure 11: Control system response of 1(t).
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Figure 12: Control system response of 3(t).
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Figure 13: Control system response of sin(0.1t).
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)e input signal v is the unit step signal 1(t), d2 � 0. )e
output response of the system is shown in Figure 15 when
the square wave disturbance signal d1 is added.

)e input signal v is the unit step signal 1(t), d1 � 0. )e
system output response is shown in Figure 16 when the
square wave disturbance signal d2 is added.

)e simulation results of the complete control algorithm
show that after the control system has set the control pa-
rameters, the controlled output y can quickly track the
trajectory of the system setting value v without oscillation,
thereby suppressing jitter, and its accuracy and robustness
are also satisfactory.

5. Conclusion

Aiming at the ropeway cable car vibration problem, this
paper derives the nonlinear state space representation form
in the general sense based on the two-mass-spring system
model of translational vibration. Combined with the
established representation model, this paper analyzes the
relative order of the system, which provides a basis for the
order of the NLADRC algorithm. On this basis, this paper
establishes the NLADRC structure and demonstrates the
corresponding algorithm from the three aspects of TD, ESO,
and LSEF in combination with theoretical analysis. )e
complete algorithm of the NLADRC controller for sup-
pressing the vibration of the cable car is obtained. Finally,
this paper verifies the feasibility and accuracy of the algo-
rithm through simulation. )e follow-up work will further
analyze the movement characteristics of the cable car on the
basis of suppressing the vibration of the cable car and is
committed to applying the research results of this paper to
the actual system.
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